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Abstract:

Methods:

Summary:

A solid rocket motor is composed of a cylinder full of fuel which typically
has a hollow core. After being ignited with a fuse, the fuel at the surface of
the hollow core burns and produces hot gas that is released through the
nozzle of the rocket in order to produce force. The surface area of the
burning propellant affects the thrust force and pressure output of the motors;
the more fuel that burns at one time, the more thrust and pressure is
produced. The purpose of this project was to investigate the effect of surface
area on thrust and pressure. In order to accomplish this, a safe technique
was devised and carried out in order to make motors with potassium nitrate
and sucrose propellant. Four different surface areas were tested, each with
different geometric shapes of propellant, which is called the propellant
grain. The motors were tested on a thrust table, which is an apparatus that
measures the pressure and thrust output while the motor is burning. Sixty
percent of the tested motors had a short burn time that averaged 0.5s. Due to
the collection rate of data, the short burn time resulted in minimal data
points. As a result, the project pivoted towards creating grains that burn for
longer by reducing the oxidizer to fuel ratio from 65:35 to 60:40 and
investigating more efficient ways to mix the fuel.

The purpose was to test the effect of motor grain designs on thrust and
pressure output. However, smaller motors are not sold with varying grain
design, so motors with different grain designs were created and tested.
Motor Design and Fabrication:

•Rocket motors with four different grain
designs were created
•Able to control burn rate by playing with ratio
of fuel to oxidizer
•60:40 is the most optimal ratio tested
•More data points are needed in order to
correlate grain design with thrust and pressure
output
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Motor Testing:
•
•

Introductory Material:

•
•

• A grain of a rocket motor is the
shaped, hardened propellant.
• The grain design or
configuration is the shape in
which the propellant is cast.

Found ways to create grain cores for four
different grain designs
Created casting set-up and grain cores
Came up with safety procedures and guidelines
Wrote a manual for future fabrication

Used a thrust table that measures thrust force
and pressure over time
Outputs to a SD card written to using an
Arduino
Electric lead ignites fuel
Wrote a manual for future testing with thrust
table

Fig. 4: Prototype grain core using clay,
black star 3-D printed grain core in
motor cast

Fig. 5: Casting
process as propellant
sets

Future Work:
Future experimentation will decide how rocket
grain patterns affect thrust and pressure
through time:
Fig. 6: Thrust table and Arduino used
for thrust and pressure test

Fig. 7: Burnt motor

• Partner with other interested students in
order to continue similar projects

Results:

Fig. 1: Types of grain designs

Fig. 3: Path of
burning of
propellant

Fig. 2: Pressure/thrust output over time for different
types of motors

All figures: [1]

Fuel burns at the surface of the solid body of
the hardened propellant and produces hot gas that
is released through the nozzle of the rocket in
order to produce force. The surface area of the
burning propellant affects the thrust output of the
motors because the more fuel that burns at any
given time, the more thrust is produced. (See
equation 1.)
𝐹𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 𝑚𝑣
ሶ 𝑒 + (𝑃𝑒 −𝑃0 )𝐴𝑒
Equation 1: Thrust force on a rocket

• Motors were tested for thrust and pressure
outputs and the impulse (force through time)
was calculated.
• Four grain designs tested
• Large center burning
• Small center burning
• Finocyl shaped
• Star shaped
• Most tests ran short most likely due to a large
oxidizer to fuel ratio
• The ideal ratio seems to be 60:40

• How to extend burn time

Future experimentation will investigate how
nozzle shapes affect thrust and pressure
through time.

Partnering with Rocket Club will help me to
attain level one and two certifications which
opens up more opportunities.
Fig 1: Data table depicting tests 1-10
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